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CITY

Purposes & Objectives of the ABA (Vic) Inc.
To promote, preserve and develop the craftsmanship,
design aspects and techniques of all the various disciplines
of blacksmithing to the highest standard possible.
To provide a means of communication between mature
people with an interest in the craft of blacksmithing,
for the exchange of ideas, experience, techniques and
information for their mutual benefit, by the publication
of a regular newsletter.
To encourage a greater awareness of and interest in the
application of the skills of blacksmithing among architects,
interior designers, art/craft groups, and the general public
and to provide links between blacksmiths and potential
customers by means of exhibitions, demonstrations and
publications.

To promote, and actively provide opportunities for
training in all the various aspects of blacksmithing by
means of demonstrations, displays, lectures, and special
tuition sessions.
To act as a representative body of the interests of Australian
blacksmiths, locally, nationally and internationally.
To undertake community service, providing always that
these services are within the comfortable limits of the
time, talents and costs that the Association and individual
members can afford.
To encourage communication and goodwill among
blacksmiths everywhere.
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Editorial

by Doug Tarrant

What a stuff up the last issue
was? Did you notice the
contents page. Mmmm! It
works perfectly for the previous
issue. Also, notes attached
to the end of Nick’s report,
about 25 year celebrations,
actually came from Phil Pyros.
Don’t worry though, the
edited version is in the ether
somewhere, just not saved on
my computer. I have already
given myself a whipping so,
dear reader, you needn’t bother.

in the Barn belongs to me. If
you would like your colour
“registered” in the ABA(V)
annuls let the committee know
what it is. BTW brunswick
green belongs to Keith Towe.
Since the colour should be
unique it would pay to check
the list before adopting your
own. I can publish the colours
here if you like. Lastly, if the
tongs pictured are yours tongs
let me know. I think they
might be from Echuca.

I have been corresponding
with Berhard Wyrsch,
of
Koala Forge fame, and in this
issue he reflects on being away
from Australia now for 14
years. I’m sure he would love to
hear from you and to this end
his email is included at the end
of the article. Unfortunately
some of the images from
Bernhard are of low resolution
due to computer restraints,
nevertheless the “vibe” is still
evident. It is a good spot to
reiterate that images need
to be at least 15cm wide and
300dpi. The latest ones were
great Bernhard.

Barn tools will now be painted
fire engine red which is sort of
appropriate I suppose.

Tools: I’m not sure you are
aware but tools at the Barn
are meant to stay at the Barn.
There seems to be a dwindling
supply. If you come across
a tool that looks unfamiliar
it’s probably meant to be
somewhere else than in your
tool box. Quite often I get
home from a demo only to
find I’ve inadvertently scored
a pair of tongs or a punch or
something or other that needs
to be returned. Guess what the
image is all about! Years ago
we used to paint our tools a
3

Communication We still have
email addresses on record that
don’t work for one reason or
another. If your email address
starts with...
• mathew.scoullar
• fraser.thompson
• mickandfi
• nick@nmh

Please email the secretary so he
can rectify the database.

particular colour to identify
them as our own. Maybe we
should encourage this again.
A few colours have already
been bagsed especially the old
favourites like indian red, khaki
or burnt orange. Who can tell
where a brunswick green pair
of tongs lives? Since the navy
blue on my tools has all but
worn off I’m going to adopt a
new colour which is battleship
grey (or a dark grey with a
tinge of green). And, no, this
doesn’t mean the other Massey

Thanks to the inordinate
number of contributors to this
issue compared with previous
issues, well done. As you may
notice there were still little
spaces here and there where
your bit could have been
inserted, maybe next time?
Please note; notification of the
next deadline maybe found
herein. I hate naggers so this
will be my last mention of
it. Hopefully you will all
remember to send your bit in
and enjoy what is published
next time.

COVER IMAGE
One of the many
pieces forming part of Nick
Hackett’s Masters Degree
submission

“Transition”, hand forged
wrought iron, 80 x 80
cm, 2013

President’s Report

Nick Hackett

of members with the appropriate
experience to develop the plan
further and to liaise with the correct
people at Darebin Council. If you
think you have the skills to assist
with this matter, please contact the
Secretary at the nearest opportunity.

For the benefit of all who didn’t
attend this years AGM, I have
indeed been re-elected as President
of ABA(Vic). The new committee
should be listed on the inside
cover of this edition. As a Secretary
was not elected at the AGM, the
committee met the week after that
meeting and are happy to announce
the appointment of Gavin Brown
into that vacant position. Gavin has
been a member for several years and
has completed all the courses offered
to date. Gavin is well on the path to
becoming a good blacksmith and is
now on our Forgemaster roster.
One of our main subjects for
discussion and action this year is
the proposed new forge facility.
Steve Nicoll, who is responsible for
the upkeep of The Barn and liaises
with the park authorities may have
written about this subject in this
issue.
We apparently have verbal approval
from the park authorities to move
forward with the project but have no
official notifications. The committee
wishes to appoint a sub committee

In my report in the last edition of
The Drift, I announced that the
committee would open The Barn
on alternate Sundays for the use
of experienced members only.
“Experienced” was adequately
defined in that issue. There have
now been several incidents where
inexperienced
members
have
attended on those days. As most
regular work days are very busy
with new comers and occasional
inexperienced
attendees,
our
experienced
blacksmiths
find
themselves supervising and advising
on those days. It is not really fair
if they find themselves having to
keep an eye out for incorrect work
practices and safety/ supervision
issues during experienced member
days. If we start making exceptions
for some, others will no doubt look
for the same exceptions. Open days
are clearly listed on the back of The
Drift.
My responsibilities on the ABA(Vic)
committee include Training and add
the following thoughts as part of
this report.

We do however have a training
regime within the internal operations
of the Association. This appears on
the website and was printed in issue
91 of The Drift. Here it is again.
1. Become a financial member of
the association.
2. Induction
3. Attend The Barn regularly and
complete the self paced learning
exercises.
4. Hand forging/ Toolmaking 4
day course
5. Power Hammer 1 day course
6. Wrought Iron 4 day
introductory course
7. Specialised courses
The reasoning for the order of courses
is based on safety and accumulation
of skill. We have recognition of
prior learning ( RPL ) and those
who want to skip the order will be
asked to demonstrate their abilities
to senior members.
Those wishing to use the power
hammer should understand that
power hammers are very dangerous
pieces of equipment and require
a sound knowledge of forging
practice and material behaviour to
be operated safely.
Another thing I would like to point
out is that our training is done
on a voluntary basis. That means
experienced blacksmiths giving their
time on weekends to help others
learn. Training will only occur when
sufficient numbers (min 4 max 6)
are ready to progress and instructors
are available.

We receive a lot of enquiries about
training programs at ABA(Vic). The
website states clearly on at least two
of it’s pages that we are not a training
or teaching organisation and do not
offer courses to the general public. For those reasons, we cannot
The situation is currently being schedule regular training times.
reviewed by the committee although
no changes have been decided yet.
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Secretary’s Report

G’Day all. It’s me, Gavin Brown,
your new ABA(V) Secretary. Some
of you may know me from the
Barn working days over the last 6
years. For those who don’t, you’re
probably the lucky ones.
I have decided after 6 years of
learning and taking knowledge from
the Association it was time for me
to start giving a little back. So, I put
my name up as the new Secretary in
the hopes I can do something for us.
A little about me. I first fell in love
with Blacksmithing when I was
about 12 years old. I was in Cubs
(an 8 – 12yo Scout) and on a camp
called E.D.A.C. (Eastern Districts
Activity Camp) One of the activities
we rotated through was seeing the
Blacksmiths in action. I watched a
blacksmith make me something out
of nothing. As he worked he asked
me if I knew what he was making.
After a little while I worked out he
was making a leaf. Once he’d finished
he got the hardy out and showed
everyone how the Blacksmiths used
to cut hot metal. He cut the leaf
from the stock and it landed on the
5

Gavin Brown

ground in front of me. It wasn’t red
so of course it wasn’t hot right? I
was the good little helpful scout so
I picked it up to give it back to the
blacksmith. That was when I learnt
the first lesson of blacksmithing….
EVERYTHING’S HOT!!!.

Since then I have completed the
intro to blacksmithing course (now
the tool making course with the
self guided lessons), power hammer
course, and wrought iron course. I
have really enjoyed learning about
the craft and I am still learning now.

I had to nurse a badly burned hand
for the rest of the camp but I got
to keep the leaf. Good exchange I
thought.

I now help out with the new people
at the Barn when I’m there. I’ll
also try and help out at some of the
courses.

Every time I would go to markets
and fairs and shows where there was
a blacksmith I would stand there
and watch until I was dragged away
by my parents and later my wife.
Actually, my wife would just walk
off and look at everything else. She
knew where I’d be anyway.

So that’s a little about me and my
love of forging. You probably all
have similar stories which I look
forward to hearing when we meet.

Six years ago I went to Sovereign
Hills, Ballarat with the family
and my brother-in-law. The first
thing I went to was the blacksmith
shop. Again I stood there watching
for about an hour…. Until I got
hungry. The next week I got a call
from my brother-in-law, “So, I’ve
just joined the Blacksmithing Club
of Victoria. They meet tomorrow
down in Bundoora. You want to
come? And can you drive me?”
I hadn’t even known there was such
a club. Let alone how my brotherin-law found out about it. I was a
bit shocked because he is the least
likely person to be a blacksmith
I knew at the time. But I went
along and loved it. My first lesson
was making spikes. I made a lot
of spikes. Then Steve showed me
how to make miners candle spike
out of a bit of scrap – that’s when I
knew I was hooked. I love that as a
blacksmith you can make something
out of nothing – or scrap at least.

At the start of this financial year we
have 95 paid members. Of those 15
are new members. Welcome guys.
I hope the Association can kindle
your love for blacksmithing as it did
mine.
Also, a friendly reminder to all to
pay your fees if you have not done
so you can receive your Drift and are
covered by insurance while at the
Barn. If you are unsure if you have
paid email me at thesec@abavic.org.
au and I will check for you.
Regards Gav.

Unmaking

Nick Hackett
founded on evidence. Ironwork
covers a wide range of objects from
cast iron lamp posts to forged
(wrought) iron architectural fittings.
As I am a Blacksmith Artist and have
been making forged architectural
ironwork for many years, I limited
my area of interest to these type of
works. Melbourne Central Business
District was chosen because of the
anecdotal references, there are a lot
of historic public buildings and it is
a dense but manageable area.

“Cut and punch 1”, forged mild steel, 10 x 5 x 9 cm, 2012

From March 2012 till June 2014
I was undertaking a Master of
Arts, Art in Public Space at RMIT
University. During this time, many
regular “Barn” attendees may have
witnessed some unorthodox forging
projects. I will endeavour here to
provide an explanation for those
activities. Extracts from my final
submission in italics.

artisan craft. Certainly not art as we
understand art practice today.The
statement raised some questions
about what of these works still existed
in contemporary Melbourne. Early
research into State and University
Libraries indicated that there was no
existing record. Having been offered
anecdotal declarations of works of
high merit at various sites, I decided
The origins of this research project to establish my own inventory
lie within a statement made on
the thirteenth of March 2012 by
Professor Andrew Reeves from The
University of Melbourne. While
giving a walking tour of The City of
Melbourne, pointing out significant
works of Art in Public Space, Professor
Reeves said “ Glass and Ironwork are
a defining characteristic, historically
of Art in Public Place in Melbourne”.
A few months later I returned to
that statement while considering a
direction for this Master’s Research
Project.
I had reservations about the statement
as I never considered architectural
ironwork to be anything other than

Over a 9 month period from Late
July 2012 till early April 2013,
with the assistance of Mary Hackett
of Blacksmith Doris notoriety I
conducted a meticulously thorough
documentation of all the hand forged
ironwork visible from street level in
central Melbourne. The survey was
completed after 23 visits to the city.
Each visit was limited to 2 hours
maximum duration to maintain
a high level of concentration. The
areas covered during each visit were
marked off on a map at the end
of the visit. There were 153 sites
recorded, producing 203 drawings
and 331 photographs. The entire

“Breakthrough”, forged mild steel, 11 x 3.5 x 9 cm. 2012
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Those of us who have worked
with iron and steel for many years
understand that those materials
are not at all permanent. From the
moment steel leaves the crucible, it
begins it’s journey back to the earth
through oxidisation.

“Unmade”, forged wrought iron, wrought iron scale, billet 7 x 33 x 10 cm, scale
pile 50cm diameter, 20 cm high, 2014

survey results can be seen at http://
melbwisurvey.blogspot.com.au/
and http://cityirondraw.blogspot.
com.au/

OF
ARCHITECTURAL
IRONWORK
THROUGH
UNMAKING”

My art practice throughout this
Masters Research has sought to
highlight, accelerate and exaggerate
this decomposition. The method
was to apply blacksmithing skills
in reverse order, firstly by moving
material in unorthodox ways.
Having quickly run out of suitable
offcuts, I began squashing found
objects from a neighbouring scrap
yard. I then turned my attention to
a sample panel of scrollwork I had
hanging around in the studio.

Having established the legitimacy
and credibility of the craft of
blacksmithing in public space, I
set about responding to the results
through contemporary art practice.
This is where “Unmaking” has it’s
place.
During the survey, Mary and I quite
often had the impression that we
were the only people who noticed
the ironwork and I asked myself
the question “ would other people
notice if this stuff disappeared or
would they be able to remember
what was there before? “.
Many of the sites where significant
ironwork is present are public
buildings from the 19th century.
By using styles from ancient Greece
and Rome such as Corinthian
columns, the architects were linking
the population to the past and
providing stability and a sense of
identity. Resulting in perceptions of
permanence.
The title of my research was
“AN INVESTIGATION INTO
THE
MATERIALITY
AND
PERCEIVED
PERMANENCE
7

“Unmaking”, forged wrought iron, 80 x 30 cm, 2014

The panel was a sample produced
for a client which became a piece
that I would take to other potential
clients to demonstrate the quality
of work they could expect if they
engaged my services. The first task
at the forge was to reform a scroll
that had been slightly deformed by
being crashed into in the studio.
I wanted to start compressing
the piece from a panel that had a
correct aesthetic in terms of the
blacksmith’s visual language.
When this was done to my
satisfaction, I squashed the whole
panel.

the techniques that have their origins
in historical ironwork, I should use the
same material as historic ironwork.
The vice was forge welded and
drawn out into 26 metres of flat bar
approximately
20x6 mm. I then used traditional
techniques to make the bars into a
3 piece screen.
I then unmade the screen.

The unmaking provoked consternation among colleagues within the
Blacksmith’s fraternity. How could I

Throughout these projects, I have
continued to collect the scale
shed from the forging process. I
have used this material to produce
images of historic architectural
ironwork in the studio, in a gallery
and in public space.
To me scale represents the very
outer layer of the whole peeling
away. It is all surface and no
depth. In Jane Bennett’s “Vibrant
Matter”, she refers to a passage
in Michel Foucault’s “Theatrum
Philosophicum”. Foucault talks of
simulacra as one layer thin sheets

I then forged welded and folded
the piece into a rudimentary cube.
I was deliberately not too thorough
with the welding so that the cube
shows evidence of what it used to
be.
The major forging project was a
metamorphic exercise. Many years
ago I was given a worn out leg
vice which had been stored in my
shed waiting to be given a new life.
At the time, I imagined I would
replace the jaws and the screw and
straighten a few things out.
Instead, I took the piece on a much
more interesting journey.

I had taken the ironwork panel of
the previous project on a journey in
it’s materiality but I now wanted to
take an object on a more complicated
and profound interrogation of it’s
materiality.
I chose a dilapidated blacksmiths leg
vice for this project because of the large
quantity of material available but more
importantly because the vice was made
from Wrought iron rather than the
modern steel which had been used in
the previous projects. Wrought iron is
the material that was used commonly
prior to the development of modern
steel during the Industrial Revolution
and is the term widely understood as
decorative architectural ironwork. I
reasoned that because I would be using

“Scale drawing”, wrought iron scale, 100cm x 80 cm, 2014

contemplate destroying something
that I had spent so much time
meticulously making? I myself felt no
such apprehension. I had been focused
from the beginning on the process and
more importantly the materiality of the
work. The work had been a welcome
visitor in my house, had been shown
in “Unmaking Making” and had
been professionally photographed. I
approached the transformation into
the new form with enthusiasm for the
contest with forge and hammer. The
process at times seems like a battle of
wills between myself and the material.
The final iteration of this project
was shown in the group exhibition
“Material Perception” at First Site
gallery, RMIT, in May.

of atoms continually being shed
from the whole object. Various
dictionaries
define
simulacra
as an image, representation or
unsatisfactory imitation. There are
plenty of examples of unsatisfactory
imitations of ironwork in my
survey area. Perhaps with scale and
other stencilled material I’m also
making unsatisfactory imitations
of ironwork.
All projects have been documented
with video and photography.
I have donated a copy of the
complete research document to the
ABA(Vic) library. Members can
view this book at The Barn. Read
the words, don’t just look at the
pictures!
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The 2013/14 AGM

Ash Naylor
Hope you like the poem. Thought
I’d jazz it up since often these things
are pretty dry. The following was
too difficult to put in verse:

Election of Office Bearers were held.
Nominations were:
Pres – Nick Hackett
Vice Pres – Phil Pyros
Tresurer – Alice Garrett
General Committee:
In the church underneath the tallest
red gum tree
Was held the noble AGM of the
A.B.A.(V)
The prez’ report was made for all to
hear and also see
With Nick and Steve considering a
bigger facility
For three years, maybe four our lack
of coke’s been solved
And the Tree Project is now
complete, so thanks to all involved
The Sec’ reported “members toll:
seven score and twelve”
“And don’t forget the Facebook
page, send pictures of yourselves”
5-8-6-6 dollars are inside the cheque
account
Down a bit on last year coz the coke
was brought about
The editor of this fine rag has one
thing he requires:
“Please write your own articles, you
know you can, young squires”
Dan Brady said the demo price, by
50 dollars changed
And Paul said to check our by-laws
coz: Legislation’s rearranged
Doris has great artists, and the
Libr’y will reopen
9

And Stephen bought a brand new
welder, we’ll use it he’s a-hopin’.
Presentations were then made (some
certificates were late)
And off we went to grab a snag with
our smithing mates.

Dan Brady
Gavin Brown
Paul Cockayne
Stephen Nicoll

All positions were unopposed. There
was no nomination for Secretary. It
was moved not to take a call from the
floor but the incoming committee
should be given power to appoint a
Secretary. This motion was carried
by all. The position of Secretary has
since been filled by Gavin Brown.
Thanks Gavin!
Signing off
Ash Naylor

Bernhard Wyrsch

by Bernhard Wyrsch

Our man in Kazakhstan reflects on 10 years away from Australia and the ABA(V)
Most do not know me. I used to
run Art Metal Work Pty Ltd; a
small wrought iron company in
Melbourne from 1984 till 2004. I
did a lot of work around Toorak,
Brighton and Balaclava. One house
in Balaclava took me two and a half
years to finish. It was a monumental
piece of work which I don’t think
people will forget. In 1990 I started
a Blacksmiths’ school and taught
over 100 students during the next 2
years. After marrying a second time
in 2001 I moved in 2004 with my
wife Mila to Kazakhstan. We could
not find a new home in Australia
and were both too old to start all
over again. Mila owned a small flat
in Almaty which became our home.
I bought a Dacha; another name
for a house in the country. Most
importantly it had a workshop. It
was the first time in my life I could
find time for myself. It was the
beginning of a host of creations I
have made over the last few years.
Unfortunately, 5 years ago the first
heart attack hit me and soon a
second followed. It struck me down

survived. Eventaully I had a triple
bypass.
After the operation I started to paint
but I am not that good. I feel OK
now though and have been back
in my forge for three years. I did a
few jobs but there is no money and
no real appreciation for our work.
Most of my work is to decorate our
2 homes. The Almaty flat and the
dacha are now full of wrought iron
work and so is the garden which is
full of forged sculptures.
Most work is done from old, bent
and rusty material as I cannot buy
material like in Australia. I forge
with black heating coal. Lots of
smoke and klinker and not much
heat. Fire welding is impossible.
Sounds tough but I am very happy
I finally have what I always dreamt
about - my own workshop and no
rent to pay.
Lamp Stand at Home

to nothing and without the help
of my wife Mila I would not have

Over 50 years ago I learnt the trade
of a Boilermaker and later I taught
myself the art of blacksmithing.
After over 50 years I must give it
away as it has become to much for
my health. I will still do small items
and sculpture and enjoy every thing
I can do.
I have made a lot of sculpture in
the past but this is only for people
interested in art. It would be great
to talk to people who have the same
interest, who are from far away and
who are seeking correspondence
with a blacksmith.
If you like to ask me more or like to
get any advice please write me and I
will be very happy to answer as well
I can.
Bernhard

Repousse Radiator Cover sold to an Aussie in Almaty

bernhardwyrsch@hotmail.co.uk
10

A Light Fixture at home

Yours Truly

Fireside set for Mila’s son
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Deer Sculpture

Making use of what’s at hand

The Photo Mila keeps in her purse. More images next page

More from Kazakhstan.

Garden Sulpture

Garden Sulpture - view 2

From the Patron
At the end of July we had our AGM
at Bundoora Park, where we thanked
the outgoing committee for their
support for our Association and the
members. We also congratulate the
new committee and hopefully we can
help them plan the next 12 months for
our benefit and for the benefit of our
Craft, so I hope each one of you will
consider what YOU can do that will
help their job to be a little easier.
Thanks are also extended to Doug
for producing 4 copies of the Drift,
on time, and without much input
from the majority of our 100 plus
members, thanks for your support to
the Association.
For me, the biggest disappointment at
the AGM was the very poor attendance.
It was disrespectful to the committee
to ignore their efforts to make the
meeting day informative, interesting

by Keith Towe

and rewarding, where were YOU?
By your non- attendance, you missed
the opportunity to meet up with
other members and learn about their
journey through blacksmithing and
some of their ideas, and maybe offer
some constructive suggestions to
the committee for the benefit of our
Association, and give Doug something
for the Drift.
Of the dozens of Course Certificates for
members who had completed courses,
only 3 or 4 were presented on the day,
a poor reflection on your interest.
At the conclusion of the meeting,
President Nick Hackett was presented
with a turned wooden gavel by the
members, as a memento of his years
as President of our Association. Well
done Nick.

of good food was wasted despite all
having more than their fill, so again
where were YOU?
With Sergio overseas, Tony and Ben
took over the task of preparing the
Lunch and did a first class job, well
done guys.
I do hope that more members will
find the time to attend the Christmas
break up BBQ (14th December). I
understand that the committee have
prepared plans for an Exhibition,
and regardless of your ability, I hope
that everyone will participate in some
way and make the committee’s efforts
worthwhile.
It would also be nice to meet some
of our Doris Ladies at this function
and maybe see some of what they are
making.

With so few members attending, a lot
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Home is the Heart(h) of the Fire
How to build a blaze in a chasm
I like using the forge at the back
of the ABA Vic barn because I
can spy on everyone as they work
but be removed from the main
activities. The two forges there are
usually chosen by those who come
in last as they are as deep as craters
and therefore difficult to light and,
consequently, to forge on.
I began to tend my fire in the same
manner that I would any other, but
noticed that a beginner, who had
been shown by Corrie how to build
hers in the worst forge, had a roaring
blaze, and I was jealous. I asked
Corrie to reveal her secrets. It was
well worth it. She put a can upside
down in the core to keep the airway
clean and instructed me to pad the
sides with coke dust. Lucky there
is an excess of soot in this place. I
then poured water onto the newly
cushioned pit until it was drenched
and left it to be absorbed. When
it looked like wet black cement I
pulled out the can.
My heart feels heavy to admit what
happened next. But please take pity
when I reveal my mistake as I won’t
ever forget. I tried to light the fire
in this pit! Of course it didn’t work.
Palm on forehead and wrenching
of my soul! ‘Corrie’ I cried, ‘what
have I done wrong?’. I was a little
bit broken-hearted. The rent to my
heart was around the same shape
as the hole in the forge and it was
can shaped - straight up and down.
The fire would not burn bright
in that. With tender loving care,
Corrie restored the forge, and my
feelings, by patting down the wall of
that cavity until the gradients were
more gentle. I have always sloped
the sides of the hollow in my forge,
what made me think that this one
13

Mary Jane Hackett

Mignon’s fire

should be any different? Maybe I
thought that this was a shrewd hole
construction for a deep forge, who
knows?
Anyway, I added more wood and
paper and struck a match which
resulted in a vigorous fire. By four
it was still as intense as it had been
when I lit it. I believe that if I had
wanted to I could have fused with
that fire just before knock off. Also,
there was no need to attend to
clinkers. I am now smitten with
this forge and will probably not take
another.

Corrie had other words of wisdom
which were to pile the coke high on
top of the fire. The theory is that
the heart of the fire, the hottest part,
the core, will rise if there is a mound
over the fire. This will ensure that
the work placed into that fire will
glow with fervour and will be ready
to forge in no time. Two new things
that I had learnt that day. I adore
Doris from the bottom of my heart.

Having a go

To a novice,
Since we are not apprentices (and
not likely to be in this country); I
was thirty years old before deciding
to try my hand, and gave myself ten
(years) in order to learn the basics of
the craft.
As it turns out, ten years (or even
the entire course of my natural life)
is not enough time to learn and do
well all the things some of the old
great masters could.

by Benjamin Sokol
Probably the single most important a good possibility of it dropping
through the trailer floor on the
tool of all is a hammer, get one.
way home and me having a new
Even if you have no big tool steel
“project”… I mean how hard could
anvil to work on, find a solid base
it be to repair an Anvil? (Foresight is
and use it (even a block of wood will
not one of my strong points).
allow you to work softer or smaller
As the parts pick up driver was
work).
taking it out to my Ute he asked
Attached is a photo of my (what about the world of Blacksmithing in
I believe to be) cast steel anvil of Victoria, when I explained that I was
Russian origin, it weighs 30 kilos, one of a group of people assembling
and can work half inch mild steel a Blacksmiths Tree he exclaimed
no problems.
that he knew all about it as his sister
No anvil, no steel? work copper, lived next door to the Tree’s site at
or tin, or aluminium, or whatever Strathewan…what a small world.
other nice material you can get your After lots of scraping and cleaning,
hands on. Again, the attached image along with the obligatory red wine
shows examples of cold worked and internet search, I believe it to
copper which I believe are quite be a “Wilkinson’s, Queen’s Cross,
Dudley” Anvil, although the
pleasing to look at/hold/own...
last word / letters “ ARRAN-EL
beneath the word Dudley have me a
bit tossed. Its weight is 220 lbs.

The association may not be a school,
or educational institute of any type,
but the people who work under the
roof of the barn have a cumulative Kind Regards
knowledge base equal to and From a novice.
exceeding the greatest master that
ever lived (if indeed there is or was
such a single person).
Learn by doing, come along on
work days (2nd and 4th Sundays of
the month), design and bring your
own project.
Be safe, respect all members, keep
the fire wet and banked down to suit
the size of the work you are doing,
enjoy the work.

Anvil
Repair

While attending a country swap
meet I noticed a rather forlorn and
beaten up anvil in the back of a site
holders rusty old trailer. After me
Number one tip: If you are serious talking it down, he talking it up and
about it but don’t know where to a bit of horse trading, a deal was
start and have no equipment at struck that saved him from having
home, hit metal as often as possible. to tow it back to Sth Australia, with

The repair method for its damaged
face will be as per “Anvil Repair
by Robb Gunter” (Google it) as
it was highly recommended by
the Blacksmiths online fraternity.
The welding rods he recommends
are hard to get but Cigweld
recommended using Cobalarc 350
in place of Stoody1105 and Stoody
Dynamag O in place of Stoody
2110.
With Anvil repairs planned for
around Xmas I hope to be “ringing”
in the New Year.
Best Regards, Shane Kenny.

More Surfing

Here’s some amazing old pics of
the “Top Forge” at Wortley UK.

http://www.topforge.co.uk/Photographs/
Photo%20Contents.htm

Cheers, Andrew Grieve
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Cutlery in England

Don Marshall

It was recorded that an English craftsman at Sheffield was taxed by King Edward 1st in 1297, for making
knives.....12 pennies.....he protested with vigor. (First published in The Drift, Edition 46, March 2001)
The other day (2001!) I was browsing
through an obscure, or shall I say,
not too widely read, magazine from
England entitled “The Dalesman”
circa 1977, where I came across an
article on the history of cutlery making
in England. It was recorded that an
English craftsman at Sheffield was
taxed by King Edward 1st in 1297, for
making knives; the tax amounted to
12 pennies and it is recorded that this
amount upset the craftsman, namely
one Robert the Cutler
and he protested with
great vigor.
This is the first record
of an industry that was
to dominate the city of
Sheffield for 700 years.
As the years progressed
and cutlery making
expanded, all members
who practiced the craft
had to belong to a
company known as “
The Cutlers Company
of Hallamshire”, which
still survives today.
An act of parliament gave the company
jurisdiction over the cutlery trade
in Hallamshire and the immediate
surrounding area which included
makers of Knives, Scissors, Shears and
Scythes, as well as other metal workers
(smiths?) in north Derbyshire. It had
the power to register apprentices, set
prices, limit hours to work and issue
trade marks. There were fewer than
200 Cutlers in 1614 but, by 1646,
1000 trade marks were in existence.

By the 18th century two thirds of the
workforce in Sheffield worked in the
cutlery business.
The growth of the industry was mainly
due to the skill and ingenuity of the
craftsmen employed and also to hills
and streams in the area which provided
water power to drive its hammers and
grinding wheels. There is a delightful
photo in the magazine taken at the
turn of the century (1898), which

shows a couple of the craftsmensmiths, one working a hand operated
Drop Hammer, the other drawing out
steel for blades under a Trip Hammer.
The delight in the photo is that the
Hammersmith on the Trip Hammer is
sitting on a stool, while he works.
There is, in the archives in London,
a record of an inventory of goods
belonging to King Edward 3rd and in
it he records one of his prize possessions
as being a knife made in Sheffield. In

the 14th Century in “Chaucer’s Tales”,
a Miller was found to have in his
possession a Sheffield “Thwytell’ which
is described as a knife used for just about
everything. Forks were not produced
till about the 17th century the city then
became famous for producing knives,
forks and spoons of high quality. In
the 16th century, London and Thaxted
concentrated on decorative knives
and Birmingham developed the art
of Sword making, while Sheffield was
left to capture the market in
cutlery. In 1750 Benjamin
Huntsman invented Crucible
steel and gave Sheffield the
edge over any other producers
at the time and, when Harry
Brearly developed Stainless
Steel, that wrapped up the craft
for the city.
Many old and famous
manufacturers
have
now
ceased, and many others are
foreign owned. China can now
sell mass produced cutlery
at about the same price as
Sheffield pays to produce
their Stainless Steel, before producing
the articles. The Bristol Cutlery and
Silverware Association today has only
33 members, but the industry has about
80 manufacturers; a great number of
these being one-man businesses.
The president of the BCSA, John Price,
says the industry is strong enough to
survive and he even believes it has the
potential to grow again.
Don Marshall 2001

2014 addendum
Visit The Cutlers Company of Hallamshire
at http://www.cutlers-hallamshire.org.uk
Look for the 1957 video “Made in
Sheffield”
Also worth a look are the four terracotta friezes by Benjamin Creswick, c1887, adorning the hall of the Worshipful
Company of Cutlers, Warwick Lane, London, depicting the four main aspects of cutlering - Forging (above), Grinding,
Hafting and Fitting. Visit http://www.cutlerslondon.co.uk (Ed)
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Girls Go Hammer and Tong
It was 7.30 on a sunny September
morning. Instead of rising casually
for some breaky and taking my
daughter to school. I found myself
sweating profusely, out of breath,
my brain foggy and my arms feeling
like lead. The sunscreen I had
applied to my face that morning
combined with the sweat on my
hands was making it impossible to
grip my tongs and hammer properly,
and it was all I could do to keep
from losing my mind. I had just
started a 70 minute horseshoeing
competition…. On the bright side,

by Rachael Kane

why we were punishing ourselves so!
Neither of us had competed much
in the past and we approached the
event with equal amounts or terror
and excitement.

the foot, nailing up and finishing.
You can get lost in a detail and easily
run out of time so there is a balance
to strike between taking the time to
do each component properly and
I think we both would admit now knowing when to move on and get
that it was not nearly as fearsome the job finished in time.
as we had imagined – especially as Things often go wrong in the rush
Jemma won the shoeing class! (I – you can cut the wrong length of
came 4th). And everyone was really steel for example, or over-burn the
helpful and supportive of our efforts. foot, or punch your nail holes too
So beyond the mental anguish it course and get stopped before you
caused us, putting ourselves out can nail it on. At the end of the
there was a remarkable way for us day, the winner comes down to the
to hone our skills and get feedback one that makes the least mistakes
in their run, or can fix
those mistakes in the
timeframe. It is rare for
a competitor, even the
winner, to think they
did the perfect job.
Mostly you wish you
could have had just a
few more minutes to
get it better. There is
an unusual camaraderie
amongst the farriers at
a competition, as they
all understand how
much effort is required
–mentally, physically
and financially – to
go out of your way to
enter these events. A
farrier who never puts
their work out there
Judge, Raleigh Desiato, demonstrating how to make a European Bar Shoe
for critique can live
at least I knew that in 70 minutes it
and tips on how to improve them in a bubble where they convince
would all be over!
– not just from the judge, but from themselves they are the best farrier
The competition was the National watching and talking with other on the planet as their skills slowly get
Farrier Championships held at competitors too.
worse, but it is an endlessly complex
the Adelaide Show on the 10th of
The minutes in a timed competition job and one you never stop learning
September, 2014. Jemma Carberry,
are some of the fastest you will ever in. Every job can be improved, and
another farrier, and I had devoted a
have in your life! It pays to know how it takes humility to hear that from
large slice of our lives to practicing
long each process takes you, from your peers and get an independent
for it over the last 6 weeks and there
trimming the foot, to making each assessment of where you are at. It’s
were many times we asked ourselves
component of the shoe, fitting it to good medicine for the ego.
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Events

by Dan Brady

This month I’m going to start with
the rumour section.
Swan Hill, this tall tale persists even
though it’s been a few years since we
made a trek into heartland Victoria.
There was some mention of a
November date which is still on the
cards, just waiting on confirmation
from Paul. Previous demonstrations

there have been the stuff ABA(V)
legends are made of.
The possibility of some Blacksmiths
from ABA(V) attending a steam
festival in Kyabram in March
has been raised by longstanding
member from up that way Simon
Baxter, any interest in attending
should be directed to the events@
abavic.org.au email address.
All Steamed Up at Mannum 15th
and 16th of November Mannum
South Australia will be almost upon
us by the time you receive this, the
largest gathering of Blacksmiths in
South Australia, why are you still
sitting in Victoria?
Followed by the events you missed.
Wattle Festival Hurstbridge 31st
August. A screening of the film
Our Tree (Forged from Fire) was
organised to be shown at the
Hurstbridge
Uniting
Church
during this annual festival with
Blacksmithing demonstrations from

ABA(V) members with assistance
from some of the volunteers from
the tree project. An enjoyable day
for the members of the public with a
near record crowd for the front lawn
of the Uniting Church and a steady
stream of interested people viewing
the documentary about the Tree
Project throughout the day. Thanks
to Amanda and Neil, Roland and
Doug for putting in all the hard
work to make this day what it was
for the local community.
Hamilton Adventure Fair 4th
and 5th of October. You probably
missed this one because it didn’t
happen. ABA(V) had to pull out
of this due to lack of interest from
all but one of our members who
decided it should not be left to him
to fly the flag alone, and fair enough
too. A shame for sure but there is
always next year right?

Snippets
Dear Editor

I look forward to the delivery of each edition of the
Drift. My mate brings it round after he has read
it. We find some of the articles very good and we
talk about them for hours. The article from Paul in
Number 93, about the old decorative chain got me
thinking about that primary school kid’s craze for
loom bands. They are chains made up by linking
rubber bands together and one pattern they use
looks like that rough diagram Paul put in. The kid’s
ones won’t last as long though. It seems like things
just keep going around becoming ‘new’ again. The
kids don’t know what it is called either.
Lionel (Port Albert South Australia)

The new Coke crusher
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Heh Lionel why don’t you become a member and
bring yourself and your mate to the Barn or an
event somewhere? We would love to meet you (Ed)

Association Notices
BARN FORGEMASTERS

Barn workdays from 12 noon to
1:30 pm.

Barn Day

Those wishing to borrow must-

Morning Afternoon

9/11/14
Keith,
Nick
23/11/14 Doug,
Paul
7/12/14* Dan,
Phil
4/1/15
Keith,
Steve
18/1/15* Alice,
Nick
1/2/15
Dan,
Paul
15/2/15
Doug,
Phil
* Committee meeting

COURSES AND TRAINING

Our training courses are run on
an as needs basis for the benefit of
ABA(V) members only. Contact
Nick Hackett to enquire about
any of the courses listed.
1. Induction. Includes OHS
considerations and the basics
of getting started.
2. Regular attendance of
workdays at The Barn.
3. Self paced learning exercises.
Members having satisfied the
above will then be eligible for
more advanced training in;
4. Blacksmith’s Hand Forging
Course, 4 days duration.
5. Introduction to Power
Hammer Forging, 1 day
intensive.
6. Wrought Iron Course, 4 days
duration.
The Association occasionally runs
more specialised training sessions
such as tong making depending on
the demand and experience of the
current membership.

LIBRARY

Here are the main points regarding
borrowing from the library.
The library will be open on regular

1. Be up to date members of
ABA(Vic)
2. Have completed the selfpaced learning exercises (refer
Courses and Training notes
elsewhere)
3. Have attended 3 previous
regular
Barn
workdays
immediately prior to the
borrowing date.
In addition4. Books may be borrowed for 2
weeks with a 2 week extension
available (if requested), as
long as they are returned after
the initial 2 week period and
renewed at the Barn.
5. All books must be signed for
on borrowing and return.
Additional exclusions or inclusions
or other terms may be added as
appropriate.
These rules are for the smooth and
fair running of the library for all
members.
FinallyThe librarian(s) have neither the
time nor the inclination to act as
Rottweilers or Bloodhounds over
the lending or returning of books.
Your co-operation over these
matters
would
be
greatly
appreciated.
Phil Pyros
Chief Librarian

Simple really...if you are eligible,
by borrowing a book you commit
absolutely to returning it, and

yourself or your agent, to the Barn
a fortnight later. Ed

CHRISTMAS

Our lunchtime breakup BBQ is
on the 14th December. No forging
just lots of good tucker and talk. If
you have a car boot to sell bring it
along and we can set up an ad hoc
car boot sale.

THE BARN

Not a lot has been happening as
far as progress goes on our new
workshop, as we have had no
new information form the park
hierarchy or from Council. As
you know we have successfully
purchased 30 tonne of coke, so
we have supplies for the next few
years. As some of the coke is a
bit larger than we like, we have
purchased a coke crushing and
sizing machine from Michael
Kirkwilliams, so as to have a
uniform coke size. See previous
page. I will remind members that
clean-up around the coke bin is
the individual’s responsibility, not
mine. The club has also purchased
6mm, 8mm and 10mm round bar
stock for members use. The abuse
of the belt linisher has means this
machine has been consigned to the
scrap heap making me not such a
happy camper. This machine was
donated to our organisation by a
member and will not be replaced.
If you do not look after the
machinery and report to me when
something is wrong you will end
up with none.
Regards
Stephen Nicoll
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
SUN

09
NOV
SAT

15
NOV
SUN

16
NOV
SUN

23
NOV
SUN

07
DEC
SUN

14
DEC

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

acknowledge the continued support of BOC GASES in supplying our workshop
Mannum S.A.
“All Steamed Up”
Day 1

Mannum S.A.
“All Steamed Up”
Day 2

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

CHRISTMAS
BREAK UP DAY
AT THE BARN

SUN

18
JAN

Visit https://www.boc.com.au

Equipment For Sale
Carol de Graauw would like to thank those
that helped move on Ron’s blacksmithing
equipment. Ron passed away at the age of
50 leaving Carol and two young daughters.
To not have to worry anymore about the
gear, she says, is a relief. She is happy too
that the equipment will be put to good
use ........ by blacksmiths.

TOYOTA AXLE MATERIAL FOR SALE @ THE BARN $5ea
33mm diameter, 600mm long, flange removed

FOR SALE

HEAT TREATMENT QUENCH OIL
CLOSED

SUN

4
JAN

oxy and acetylene gases.

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

SUN

21
DEC

The AUSTRALIAN BLACKSMITHS ASSOCIATION (VIC) INC., would like to

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

HIGH FLASH POINT OIL SUITABLE FOR HEAT TREATMENT
THE NEXT BEST THING TO THE REAL THING: AVAILABLE NOW AT THE BARN

SUN

01
FEB

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

SUN

15
FEB

SUN

01
MAR
SUN

Barn Work Day
10am– 4.30pm

15
MAR

50
c
per litre

BYO container

Barn Work Day
10Wam– 4.30pm

Barn Work Day
10Wam– 4.30pm

NEXT DEADLINE FOR DRIFT ARTICLES:
1st January 2015 for Issue 96
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